POWER SOAK
INTRO VS.
MANUAL
3-BAY SINK

Power Soak — a continuous motion pot, pan, and sheet pan washing system that delivers a consistent clean, improved sanitation, and a more efficient workforce — replaces standard 3-compartment sinks.

Is your pot & pan area a pain point in your operation? Tired of manning the manual 3 Bay Sink 100% of the time? Is it hard to find & keep pot washers?

The entry level, Power Soak Intro agitating sink is your affordable solution.

Easy to operate – anyone can use it

Patented agitating wash action dramatically reduces any hand scrubbing of pots and pans

Unlike a manual 3 Bay Sink, it pays for itself

Visit www.unifiedbrands.net/products/power-soak to view our system Configurator or a Labor ROI Calculator.
## Configuration
Pre-configured, three-bay system, left to right or right to left flow configurations, pre-cut faucet hole

## Size
Available from 84" to 120" in length, in 12" increments
30" depth Standard

## Wash Jet Location
Evenly every 6" along the back wall of the wash tank

## Controls
PS-50; Simple on/off

## Heat
Not heated

## Electrical
208V/60/1 or 230V/60/1

## Warranty
1 year parts and labor

## Available Options & Accessories
- Faucets and drains
- Advanced Wash Insert (AWI)
- Power utensil basket

---

**Maximum cleaning power.**

Our patented Parallel Wash System generates a natural scouring, high-turbulence wave action that continuously rotates wares, removing baked-on food soil to virtually eliminate hand scrubbing.